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Introduction
The canonical map of a nonsingular variety X of dimension n, X —* P ^ " 1 ,
is the rational map given by x ι-> (si(#), , sPg (x)) where (si)i=i, ,pff is a basis of
H°(X, Oχ(Kχ)) and where lfχ, the so called canonical divisor, is a divisor such
that Oχ(Kχ) is the sheaf of holomorphic n-forms. Let φκ
x
(X) = Σ be the image.
If we assume dim Σ = n then there is a natural number d = deg φκ
x
 associated to
K
x
.
If n = 1 then d can only be 1 or 2 and d = 1 is the general case. The special
case d = 2 occurs, and, by this feature, admits a very explicit description: in fact
d = 2 if and only if X is a hyperelliptic curve.
If n = 2 Castelnuovo proved that if K\ < 3pg — 7 then d = 2 and Σ is a
ruled surface, while if JFΓ^ = 3pg — 7 then d = 1 or d = 2 and Σ is a ruled
surface. He also classified surfaces with K\ = 3pg — 7 and d = 1, (see [1] for a
modern reference). Since then the theory of the canonical map of surfaces has been
extensively studied by several authors; here we can quote [20], [18], [9], [3], [21],
[15]. However, the case d = 3 is not yet well understood. The initial idea, due to
Castelnuovo, to study the case d = 3 was to consider a fibration of X on a smooth
curve B, f : X —> B, such that the canonical linear system | Kx \ induces a g\
on the fibers of /. In fact, following this idea, Pompilj proved that if d = 3 and
K\ =3Pg-6 then q = dimc H\X, OX{KX)) = 0 and (Pg, K\) = (3,3), (4,6) or
(5,9). He also classified these surfaces completely ([18]). In the seventies Horikawa
rediscovered these surfaces except for the case pg = 5 ([12], [13]). In [14] Konno
gives a detailed classification of surfaces with K\ = 3pg — 6. In particular he
considers the case d = 3 and pg = 5. We also know that if d = 3 and q > 0 then
K\ > 3pg — 4 [7, Proposition 5.1]. Moreover by [21, Theorem 2] we know that
pg < 9 if K
2
 — 3pg — 5 and d = 3. Thus the problem of classifying surfaces with
K\ = 3pg — 5 and d = 3 arises very naturally. In this paper we show that the
line K2 = 3pg — 5 gives rise to two families which we completely described. One
of them (K2 = 7, pg = 4, deg0|K χ | = 3) is of a certain interest for two reasons:
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(i) it was considered by F. Enriques in [8, Cap. VIII, p.280] who claimed its non
existence, (ii) the result of [5, Theorem 5.19], our main theorem and a forthcoming
article by I. Bauer show the non trivial result that the moduli space of surfaces with
K2 = 7, pg = 4, q — 0 is irreducible and unirational. In fact we can consider the
3-fold P = P(OPi(l) φ OP2(2) 0 OPi(4)) and let T be a tautological divisor on
P, Π a fiber of the natural projection P -VP 1 , X
o
 G H°(P, OP{T - Π)), Xx G
H°{P,Op{T - 2Π)), X2 G H*{P,Op{T - 4Π)) sections which give a projective
coordinate system on Π, (ί0, *i) a basis of H°(P, Op (TV)), y the fibre coordinate of
the line bundle [2T - 6Π] on P then we have:
Main Theorem
S isa minimal surface with pg = 4, Kg = 7 and άegφ\Ks\ = 3 if and only if there
exists a sublinear system \ F \ in \ K
s
 | which is a rational pencil of non-hyperelliptic
curves of genus 3 with a simple base point P' and such that the relative canonical
model of the fibration induced on the blowing up S' of S in P' is the complete
intersection in the total space of [2Γ — 6Π] of the following two hypersurfaces:
(toy = X0X2
where a G H°(P,OP(4U)), a]to=0 φ 0, a G C \ {0}. Moreover Q e\ 2Γ - 2Π |
and Q = c0Xξ + α iX 0 ^i + a2Xχ H- aAXλX2 + a6X2 where c0 G C \ {0}, αf G
H°(P, Op(iΠ)); P G| 3Γ - 4Π |, P = AX? + /fe-X^ + A-XΊX| + β4X2 where
βieH
0(P,OP(2iU)).
For lack of reference we include the classification of surfaces with p9 = 3, K
2
 —
4 and d = 3. Let T be a tautological divisor on P = P(OPi ( l ) θ O P i ( 2 ) θ O P i (3)),
Π a fiber of the natural projection P A P 1 , X
o
 G H0(P,OP(T - Π)), Xx G
f ί o (P, Op(T - 2Π)), X2 G i ί o ( P , O P ( T - 3Π)), (ί0, h) a basis of H°(P, OP(Π)),
2/ the fibre coordinate of the line bundle [2Γ — 5Π] on P then we have:
Theorem 1. S is a minimal surface with pg = 3, K% = 4 #«*/ degφ\KS\ = 3
only if there exists a sublinear system \ F \ in \ Ks \ which is a rational
pencil of non-hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 with a simple base point P and such
that the relative canonical model of the fibration induced on the blowing up S' of
S in P' is the complete intersection in the total space of [2T — 5Π] of the following
two hypersurfaces:
{ toy = Xo-^2ay2 + Qy + βiXf + c^oXf 4- X2P = 0;
where a G H°(P, OP(3Π)), αμ 0 = 0 / 0 , f t E H°(P, OP(U)) and cx G C. Moreover
Q e\ 2T-2Π I andQ = c
o
X§-\-a1XoXι+a2Xf-\-a3X1X2-\-a4Xξ withco G C\{0},
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on e H°(P,OP(iΠ)); P G| 3T-4Π |, P = β2X*+β3X*X2+β4X1X%+β5X.
These surfaces are probably known (see added in proof [13, §2 p.l 10]). However
we can classify them by the same technics used in the case pg = 4.
I would like to thank prof. Fabrizio Catanese for his constant interest in this
work and the referee for his enlightening suggestions.
CONVENTIONS AND GENERAL REMARKS
Let R R be divisors on a nonsingular variety X. Then [R] is the line bundle
associated to R, Oχ(R) the sheaf of sections of [R], hι(X,R) is the dimension of
the i-th cohomological space;
R = Rf denotes rational equivalence of divisors,
R~ R' denotes numerical equivalence of divisors,
R^R denotes that R' is a subdivisor of R,
I R I is the projective space of divisors R,' = R,
φ\R\ :X > ph°(x,R)-i i s ^ e rational map associated to \R\.
If K
x
 is a canonical divisor 0 -> Oχ{Kχ) -> Oχ{K
x
 + R) -» OR(KR) ^ 0 is
called adjunction sequence for i?; if dimX = 2 then 2p
α
 — 2 = i?2 + RKx is called
adjunction formula, where p
a
 = 1 — X(£?R) is the arithmetical genus of R.
If n G Z is positive we put F
n
 = P(Opi Θ Opi(ή)), Δ and Γ are respectively
a section with Δ 2 = n and a fiber of the natural projection F
n
 —» P 1 ; F
n
_i C P n
is the cone on the normal rational curve of degree n — 1 in Pn~1.
We recall that if 8 is a locally free sheaf of rank r on X, P(£) ^> X is
the associated projective bundle and T is the tautological divisor then KP^ =
OP{ε){~rT + π*(det(£) + Kx)) and Pic(P(£)) = π*(Pic(X)) θ TZ.
If S is a non singular projective surface over C, then pg = h°(S,Ks) is the
geometric genus and q = /ι1(5, Ks) is the irregularity. If / : S —• B is a fibration on
a smooth curve 5 then KS\B = Ks—f*(Kβ) and Δ(/) = deg/*(Ks|£). The relative
canonical algebra is π(5/B) = 0
n
>
o
^ n where Ίl
n
 = U{K^B\ Pτo}BΊZ(S/B)
is the relative canonical model and the image of 5 in P(fir(Ks/β)) is the relative
canonical image.
1. K2 = 3pg-5, d = 3 => pg = 3 or pg = 4
We know by [21, Theorem 2] that pg < 9 where K2 = 3pg — 5 and d = 3; more
precisely we can show:
Proposition 1.1. IfS is a minimal surface with K2 = 3pg — 5 and d = 3
= o, and pg = 3 or pg = 4. Moreover if pg = 4 ί/*e« ί/ze canonical image
F2 C P
3
 & /λ# α?«e <?« /A^  non singular conic ofP2.
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Proof. By [7, Proposition 5.1] we have q(S) = 0.
Let M and Z be respectively the mobile part and the fixed part of | Ks |, in
particular Ks ~ M + Z and φ\κ
s
\ = Φ\M\ Since Σ C Pp9~1 is an nondegenerate
irreducible 2-dimensional variety and άeg{φ\M\) = 3 then M2 > 3degΣ > 3(pg — 2).
If Z φ 0, by [4, lemma 1], MZ > 2 and by
3Pg - 5 = K
2
 = M2 + MZ + KZ > 3(pg -2)+2 + KZ
we obtain KZ < — 1: a contradiction since 5 is minimal of general type. Let
S A 5 be a minimal composition of quadratic transformations among those with
the property that the variable part | L | of | σ*K | is free from base points. Since
K = M,M2>L2 and 3pg-5 = K
2
 > L2 = 3degΣ > 3(pg-2) we get L2 = 3(pg-2)
which implies: degΣ = pg — 2, | Ks | has an unique base point P and σ is the
blowing up of P. Now by Del Pezzo's theorem, for a modern reference see [17],
these Σ are well known:
Del Pezzo's Theorem. If Σ c Pn is a nondegenerate surface of degree n — 1
then Σ is one of the following surfaces:
i) P2, n = 2,
ii) The Veronese surface in P 5 , n = 5,
iii) Fd immersed in Pn by | Δ o + n'l~dT \ with n - 3 - d > 0,
iv) The image F
n
_i C Pn of F
n
_i by | Δ |.
We put n = pg — 1, and we consider the four cases separately.
i) This case is mentioned in [13, §2 pg.109-110]. See also the last section of
this paper.
To deal with the remaining cases we will use that if E = σ~λ(P) is the excep-
tional curve in 5 then LE = 1.
ii) If Σ = (P 2,0(2)) there exists C such that L = 2C: a contradiction.
iii) If Σ is Fd immersed by | Δ o + n~l~dT \ there exist two divisors C and F on
S such that L = C + n~^~dF. Moreover, since deg0|L| = 3, F is irreducible and by
adjunction formula we have the following contradiction: 2g(F) — 2 = F(Kg + F) =
FK§ = F(L + 2E) = 3 4- 2F£.
iv) In this case Σ is the cone on the rational normal curve of degree n — 1.
By [12, Lemmal] we have L Ξ (n — \)F + G where | F \ is a rational pencil, the
generic F is irreducible and G is the divisor associated to the ideal sheaf generated
by the pull-back of the ideal of the vertex of the cone. In particular LG = 0, LF = 3
and FG > 0. Now by adjunction we have 2ρ
a
(F) -2 = 3 + 2EF + F2, then F2 > 1
and F2 is odd. Since 3 = LF = (n - 1)F2 + FG > n - 1 there are only two
possibilities: I) pg = 5, F2 = 1 and FG = 0 or II) pg = 4, F 2 = 1 and FG = 1.
The case I) is impossible. In fact LG = FG = 0 implies G2 = 0, thus, by Hodge
index theorem, G ~ 0 and then we get 1 = LE = 3FE. D
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We now collect some facts which easily follow by the proof of 1.1.
Lemma 1.2. If S is a minimal surface with K2 = 7, pg = 4 and degφ\κs\ = 3
then q(S) = 0, | Ks \ is without fixed part and it has an unique base point P. If
S A 5 is the blowing up of P, E = σ~λ{P) and L is the mobile part of \ K§ \ then
L = 2F-\-G where:
j) I F I is a rational pencil of curves of genus 3 with a simple base point Q,
jj) G is an effective divisor with EG = 1, p
a
(G) = 1, E j< G and Gj( F for the
generic F e\ F \. Moreover the following identities are true: FG = 1, FE = 0,
G2 = -2. In particular σ{Q) = P' φP.
2. Surfaces with K2 = 7, p9 = 4 and d = 3
In this section we will prove the main theorem (see the Introduction). Firstly
a remark on the form of the equation; we call elementary a monomial of the form
XQX^X^. Looking at Q and P in the statement of the theorem we see that in
Q the elementary monomial XQX2 does not appear and Xo does not occur in P,
nevertheless we will say that Q and P are generic if the coefficients c^ and βi are
generic in the usual sense and consequently we will say that the surface is generic
if Q and P are generic.
We briefly outline the proof. By 1.2 5 has a rational pencil of curves of genus
3 with a transversal point P'. We blow-up P\ σ : S' -* S and we get a relatively
minimal fibration / : S'-+P1 with K*,.pl = 3Δ(/) + 1. By [16] we know that
/ has a special fiber FQ. We will describe the structure of FQ which gives useful
informations on | KS' |. Then we will be able to write down the equation of the
relative canonical model and of the relative canonical image. In particular we will
see that in the generic case S' is isomorphic to its relative canonical model.
Proof of the Theorem. The proof is divided into two parts. In the first one we
will construct the relative canonical model of 5' which is a complete intersection
of two hypersurfaces. In the second one we will show that the minimal model of
the complete intersection is a surface 5 with q(S) = 0, p9 = 4, K | = 7 and d = 3.
First part.
Let 5 be a surface with p9 = 4, K
2
 = 7, q = 0 and d = 3. We use the notations
of 1.2.
Lemma 2.1. i) Q e supp(G)
ii) 3F0 e\ F I such that G -< Fo.
Proof. i) If supp(G) is irreducible then, by 1.2 jj), G is also reduced and
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FG = 1. If Qφ supp(G) then the rational map S -» P1 induced by | F | gives
an isomorphism G —» P1: a contradiction since ρ
a
(G) = 1. We suppose now
that supp(G) is reducible and Q$ supp(G). We decompose G = G
o
 -f Gi where
FG0 = 1, GI ^  0 and FG1 = 0; in particular Go -|< F. Since LG0 = 0 by Hodge
index theorem we have GQ < 0 and then by adjunction we have 0 < p
a
(Go) < 1.
As above we exclude that ρ
a
(G0) = 1. If pa(G0) = 0 by LG0 = LGi = 0 we have
the following relations:
If EGo = 0 then Gl = -2 and G? = GiG0 = 0. In particular by Hodge index
theorem we have G\ ~ 0. This is impossible because G\E = 1. If EG0 = 1
then EGi = 0, GιG0 = 2 and Gi is a chain of (—2)-rational curves. Moreover
if Gι is decomposable then it is 1-connected. In fact let G<ι and G3 be two non
zero effective divisors such that Gi = Gi 4- G3 and G2G3 = 0. Since G0G1 = 2
we can also suppose that G0G3 < 1. Now we put M2 = σ*(2F + Go + G2) and
M3 = σ*(G3). Since Ks = σ*L = σ*(2F + Go + G2 + G3) we have Ifs = M2 + M3
with M2M3 < 1 contradicting the 2-connectedness of Ks.
Claim: There exists F
o
 e\ F \ such that G
λ
 -< F
o
.
In fact since G
x
 is 1-connected then by (cf.[2, Corollary 12.3]) H°(G
u
OGl) = C
and by duality i71(G1,α;G1) = C. In particular since q(S) = 0 by the adjunction
sequence for G
x
 we have H1(S,Os(Kg + Gi)) = 0. The claim is now an easy
consequence of the cohomology of the following sequence:
0 - Os(~G1) - O^(F - GO ^ OF(Q) - 0.
We now put D = F
o
 - G
x
. Since GQj( F then DGQ > 0. Since GiG0 = 2 we obtain
the desired absurd: 1 = FGQ = (D + GOGo > 2.
ii) By 1.2 in the generic F there is not any component of G. Since FG = 1
there exists an unique irreducible reduced component G
o
 -< G such that F G 0 = 1
and we can decompose G: G = G
o
 + G\ with FGi = 0. In particular by (i) Q e Go
and by 1.2 (j), 3F0 e\ F \ with Go -< F o. We will show that G -< F o. We are
reduced to prove h°(S,Os(F - G)) = 1. Since F ( F = Q, G ) F = G0\F = Q then
OF(F — G) = (PF? and by uppersemicontinuity (cf.[10, Proposition 12.8]) we have
h°(F,OF(F - G)) > 1 VF. By the cohomology of the following sequence
0 -> Og(-G) -> O^(F - G) -> O F -> 0
and by Serre's duality it remains to prove:
Claim: J B Γ 1 ^ , ^ ^ + G)) = 0.
We notice that this is rather obvious if Gi = 0. In fact, in this case, G
o
 = G then
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G is a reduced irreducible curve and by 1.2 jj) we have p
a
(G) = 1. Since q(S) = 0
our claim easily follows by the exact sequence of adjunction for G: 0 —» Kg —•
Kg + G -> KG-+ 0. Suppose that Gλ φ 0.
We can prove as in (i) that G§ < — 1; and we can use the two last lines of 1).
Moreover by 1.2 jj) E-Y G
o
, Ej< G
λ
 and since EG = 1 we have 0 < EG0 < 1. In
particular by adjunction formula we have: p
a
(G0) < 1. For reader's convenience
we collect the previous results in the following table:
ΓG2 + 2Go£ + 2 = 2p
α
(G
o
)
{ Gl < - 1 and 0 < EG0 < 1.
We can distinguish the two cases: p
a
(Go) = 1,0.
If Pa(G0) = 1 then, by 11), Gg = -2 and G0E = 1. Thus by 1) we have
G\ = G0Gi = 0 and from EG = 1 we have GXE = 0. By the 2-connectedness of
Ks we have G\ = 0: a contradiction.
If Pα(G0) = 0 and EGo = 0 we obtain a contradiction as in the analogous
case of (i). If p
α
(G0) = 0 and EG0 = 1, by 11) we have G\ = -4. Then by 1)
G0Gi = 2, Gi = —2. Since i£Gi = 0 then supp(Gi) is a union of (—2)-rational
curves. Moreover if Gi is decomposable then as in (i) it is 1-connected and then
^
1 ( ^ d ) = 1. From the cohomology of the adjunction sequence for Gi we easily
obtain that h}(S,Og(Kg + Gi) = 0 . Finally, since G
o
 is a smooth rational curve,
the cohomology of the sequence
proves the claim and the lemma follows. D
We put σ(Q) = P' G 5.
Lemma 2.2. We use the notations of 1.2.
Let σ : S* -> S be the blowing up of P\ E' = σ^^P') and σ*(K
s
) = l!. In S§
the following relations hold:
(i) σ*σ+(F) = F' + E', F'E' = 1 and the rational pencil \ F' \ induces a
non-hypereϊliptic genus-3 βbration f : S' -^ P1.
(ii) σ'V*(G) = G' +E' where d2 = -2, E' j< G', E'G' = 1 and p
a
(G') = 1.
(iii) KS' = 2F +Gf +4E . Moreover the restriction map H°(S\θS'(Ks>+2F')) ->
H° (F', OF' (KF')) is surjective.
(iv) There exists FQ e| F' \ such that F'Q = G' + H where pa(H) = 1, EG' = 2,
H2 = -2 and EE' = 0.
Proof. (i) is a straight consequence of 1.2 (j). (ii) is a straight consequence
of 1.2 (jj) and 2.1 (i).
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(iii) The first assertion follows easily from (i), (ii) and 1.2. Since q(S') = 0 by the
adjunction sequence for f we have h°(S',ΌS>(KS> + F')) = 7, hx{S\θs»{KS' +
F')) = 0. Thus we have h°{S' ,OS>(KS> + 2F')) = 10 and the surjectivity of the
restriction map.
(iv) By 2.1 (ii) H = σ *σ*(F0 — G) is an effective divisor and by (i) we have E-\<H
and FΉ = 0. Since 0 = F>2 = F {G* + H) = G>2 + HG' + FΉ = -2 + # G ' then
# G ' = 2. Now by F ' i ί - 0 we have H2 = -2. Since 1 = FΈ' = GΈ' + HE' we
have i ϊ£" = 0. Then by adjunction and (iii) we obtain p
a
{H) = 1. D
In the next lemma we construct a basis of H°(S',OS> (Ks>ιpl)).
Lemma 2.3. We use the notations of 2.2. If ζ e H°(S', O
s
> (E')), g e
H°(S',OS>(G')), h e H°(S\θs>(H)) and if (ίo,ti) is a basis of H°{S\θs,(F'))
with t0 = hg then there exist x e H°(S',OS> (l/)) and η e H°{S\θs, (Ks> + G))
such that'.
ltjxoζ, t
o
tlx
o
ζ, tlxoζ, t^xζ, totxxζ, tjxζ, t
o
hη, tihη)
is a basis of H°(S',OS'(Ksnpl)) where x0 = gζ3. Moreover if Rι = div(x),
RQ = div(ry) then E\F'^ R
λ
 for every F ' ; E\G'^ RQ> and E'RX = 0, E'Ro = 0,
G'RQ = 0.
Proof. Since P φ P' and ll = σ*K
s
 then 3x € H°(S', Os> (L*)) such that
E'-f< div(x) = Ri and E'R
λ
 = 0. In particular by 2.2 (i) we have F'-/< Rlm Now
we split FQ in its two component G , H and by 2.2 (iii) we have K
s
> + F' — H =
K
s
* +G' E L ' + E ' - f G '
Claim: h°(S'\θ
s
>(K
s
, + G')) = 5.
In fact by 2.2 (ii) we have L + E + d Ξ σ*(K
s
 + σ*(G)) and by 1.2 (jj) σ*(K
s
 +
= Kg + G. Then by the second claim in the proof of 2.1, we have:
5 = h°{S,Os{Ks + G)) = h°(S,O
s
{Ks + σ*{G))) = h°(S ,O
s
>(K
s
> + G)) .
Since h°(S', O
s
> (L')) =4 from the inclusion H°(S', O
s
> (L')) ^> H°{S',OS>(KS> +
G')) we see that there exists η e H°(S',OS> (Ks> + G')) with E\G'+ div(Ty) = Ro
such that:
(to9Xoζ, totigxoζ, tlgxoζ, gζx, η)
is a basis of H°(S\ OS<(KS> +G')). It also easy to check that E'Ro = 0, G'Ro = 0.
By the proof of 2.2 (iii) we know that h°(S' ,OS> (Ksr +F')) = 7 then since t0 = gh
by the inclusion H°(S\θ
s
> (KS' + G')) ^ H°(S',OS> (Ks> + F')), we have that
otjxoζ, t\x
o
ζ, t
o
ζx, tiζx, hη)
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is a basis of HQ(S' ,OS>(KS> + F')). Since h?(S\θs>(Ks> + 2F')) = 10 by the
inclusion H°{S',OS>(KS> + F')) ^? HQ{S ,OS>{KS> +2F')) the lemma follows.
D
Corollary 2.4. φ,
κ
 /+2F'\ ^
 β
 birational morphism.
Proof. Since K^,,pl = 22 and degf*KS'\pl = 7 it is a special case of [16,
Theorem 3.2] where it is shown that the relative canonical map is a morphism if
/ : 5 —» B is a non-hyperelliptic fibration of genus 3 with iff ι
β
 = 3Δ(/) + 1. D
We conclude the proof of the first part. By [16, Theorem 3.2] and [19, p.6] we
know that the relative canonical algebra is generated in degrees < 2.
Put ξ0 = hη, & = xζ, ξ2 = gζ
4
 and ή = ηζ4. Then {£0,6,6} induces a
basis of H°(F\θF,(KF>)) for any F' and ή G H°(S'\θS'(2Ks> -2F')). Since
h°(S' ,K®? ) = 35 it is easy to see that the 34 products oft*, £/ and t^ηζ4 are a
basis of H°(S', ϋίf,^
 m
) . In particular it easily follows that ξ0,6,62, V a r e generators
of the relative canonical algebra. Furthermore, we have a relation:
In H°(S ,OS'(4KS')), which is 47-dimensional, we can find 41 products of U, ξj s
and 6 elements of the form (quadrics in the 6) V modulo the above relation. It is
easy to see that these are independent. Therefore, t\ή2 can be expressed as a linear
combination of them, that is, we get another relation:
Obviously we have no further relations. Let y be the fibre coordinate of [2Γ —6Π] on
P. By 2.4 the relative canonical map (Xi = ξi9 i = 0,1,2) is a birational morphism
and it can be lifted to a holomorphic map into [2Γ — 6Π] by putting y = 77, and the
image is nothing but the relative canonical model:
( ί toy = X0X2
\ ay2 + Qy +
 ClX} + X2P = 0.
By eliminating y we obtain the equation of the relative canonical image Y. It is now
easy to see that Y has a double locus along t0 = XQX2 = 0 and that α, Q, c\ and
P are as in the statement of the main theorem. Moreover it is an easy computation
(see 2.5) that for generic Q and P the relative canonical model is smooth, that is, it
is isomorphic to S'.
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Second part.
We now prove that the minimal model of the surface given by (•) has K2 = 7,
pg = 4 and d = 3. In the proof the following rational curves:
L
o
 = {x e P \ t
o
(x) = X0(x) = 0}, L2 = {x G P I to(x) = X2{x) = 0},
L12 = {x G P I X\{x) = X2W — 0} and the relative quartic:
= {x£P\ aX%Xl + Qί
o
*oX2 + (ci-Y? + X2P)tl = 0},
will play the central role. In fact S' lives in the 3-fold obtained by the blowing up
of P with center L
o
 U L2 and it is the proper transform of Y, while E' is the proper
transform of Li2. We consider the fiber Πo = {x G P \ to(x) = 0} and let Qo be
the singular conic with support on L
o
 U L2. It is easy to see that Y is singular on
Qo We can say more:
REMARK 2.5. Let Λ C H°(P, OP(4T-6U)) be the sublinear system of relative
quartics having Q
o
 as a double conic and Y e A a. generic element. If Sing(F) is
the support of the singular locus of Y then Sing(y) = L
o
 U L2 and Y has equation
as above.
Proof. We need only to produce an element of A which satisfies the as-
sertion. Now in the equation defining Y we put Q = XQ and P = βX\ where
β G H°(P, Op(SΏ)) is without multiple roots; an easy computation shows that for
these elements our assertion is true. Π
We attain the proof of the second part through the resolution of the singularities
of Y. We need some more notations. We put V = [2T — 6Π]. Let H be the
tautological divisor of the 4-fold P(V) = P{OP 0 OP(2T - 6Π)), μ : P(V)^P
the canonical projection, y0 G H°(P(y),OP(v)(H))9 yoo G H°(P(V),OP{V)(H -
μ*(2T - 6Π))). Obviously V = {y^ = 1} and y = yo\{yoo=i}- We define P' to be
the singular 3-fold in | H + μ*Π | given by the equation:
P' = {x G P{V) I μ%t
o
){x)y
o
{x) - μ*{X0X2){x)yoo{x) = 0}.
We denote /^(Lo) =def ΣQ, μ~1(L2) =def Σ 2 and let 5' be the proper transform
of Y. It is easy to see that S' has equation given by (•). Let μ : P —• P' be the
blowing up of P' in its singular point, v =a
e
f μ|p/ o μ', Σ the exceptional locus of
μ , Σi the proper transform of Σ^ where i = 0,2. Since the singular point of P '
is not on 5' we will not distinguish between S' C P1 and S' C P " . In particular
5' Π Σ = 0. We remark that on S' we have the fibration / = π o ι/|5/ = π o μ|5/.
Key Lemma
TTiβ following conditions hold:
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a) S' is a smooth surface.
b) H°(S\OS>(KS>)) ~ H0(P,Op(T-2U)), q(S') = 0, Pg{£ί) = 4 andK\, = 6.
c) I K
s
> | = L' + E' where L' is the mobile part and E' is a {—\)-ratίonal curve.
Proof.
a) By abuse of notation we put μ*(x) = x for each variable on P. By 2.5
we know that S Π {to = 1} is smooth. We put t = ψ and, by abuse of notation,
xi = JQ|{X _£o} for i φ j, i = 0,1,2 and j = 0 or j = 2. A simple computation on
Q,a;o,χi,3/ a n ^ o n <&t,χ1,χ2,y shows that if α, Q and P are generic then the system (*)
gives a nonsingular surface on each affine chart.
b) To show that H°{S\θ
s
»{K
s
»)) ~ H°(P,OP(T - 2Π)) we need the fol-
lowing
Lemma 2.6. If ΠQ £S the v-proper transform ofU0 then
(i) O "(z/*(T)) = O "(1),
(iii) ΠQ Π 5' = 0.
Proof. (i) is obvious. Let Π
o
 be the μ-proper transform of Π
o
. In particular
Π
o
 = {x e P I 2/oo(aO = 0}. Then ΠQ = μ ' " 1 ^ ) and Π^ Π Σ = 0. Now (iii) is
obvious and (ii) is a direct consequence of the following relations: ι/*(Π).
π
" = 0,
i/*(Π0) = ΠQ + Σ o + Σ 2 + 2Σ and O π " (Σ*) = Oπ// (1) for z = 0,2. D
We consider K
s
*. Since Kp» = v*(KP) + Σ o + Σ 2 + 3Σ and 5' = ι/*
6Π) - 2Σ0 - 2Σ2 - 4Σ then, by adjunction Ks* = (v*(KP + Y) - Σ o - Σ 2 -
Σ) j 5/ = (i/*(Γ - Π) - Σ o - Σ 2 - Σ) | 5 /. Then by the proof of 2.6 (ii) we have
K
s
> = (y*(T - 2Π) + ΠQ + Σ)|S/ and by 2.6 (iii) Ks> = ( Ϊ/*(Γ - 2Π))|5/. In
particular, since the fundamental relation in Pic(P) is T 2 = 7ΠΓ, then if2, =
(i/*(Γ - 2Π))2(i/*(r) - 2Σ0 - 2Σ2 - 4Σ) = (T - 2Π)2(4T - 6Π) = 6. Moreover
0 -^ O p . (i/*(T - 2Π) + Πo) -> Opn (i/*(Γ - 2Π) + Πo' + Σ) -> OΣ(Σ) -> 0.
By 2.6 (i), (ii) we have
0 -> Op- (i/*(Γ - 2Π)) -• OP» (v*(T - 2Π) + ΠQ ) -^ Oπ// (-1) -> 0.
The cohomology of these sequences combined with that of the adjunction sequence
for 5' C P and the previous result, that is Όp» {Kp» + 5') = Op» (y*(T - 2Π) +
Πo + Σ), implies pg(S') = 4, q(S') = 0 and H°(S',KS>) ~ H°(P,T - 2Π).
c) We now show that K
s
> = l! + E' with (i?')2 = — 1. From now on we
consider S' C P'.
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Lemma 2.7. We consider Ti = {x e P \ Xi(x) = 0} with i = 0,1,2, Π
o
 nT3 , =
Lj with j = 0,2 and L1 2 = TΊ Π T2. Let μ : P'^> P be the blowing up with center
L
o
 U L2, feί 5', Σ 2, T2 be respectively the proper transform of Y, L2 and T2. We
put T[ = μ*(7i), Σ 2 , = G', T [ , = # I #«</ T2
different fibers of π\
γ
 o /i|5/ = / : s' ^ P1. Then
(H
λ
, 2Fo + H2 + G', FQ + ί ί + ff2 + G , 2F^ + ff2 + G')
represents a basis of H°(S',KS>). Moreover let E' be the μ-proper transform of
Lχ2, then E ^ Hi, E -< H2 and the following identities hold:
(i) #2 = ±E
(ii) G is, generically, a smooth elliptic curve and G E = 1.
(iii) Hi = E' + i?i wλere F' ^< i?i, VF' G| F O |, F ' ^ Rx and E' Rx = 0. Moreover
Rι and G do not have any common component and RiG' = 1.
Proof. By b) of the Key-lemma the first part is obvious,
(i) It is easy to see that μ " 1 ^ ^ ) = E' + /2 where j \ = {x e Σ 2 | Xλ = 0}.
We note that /2 is not contained in S'. Moreover since
E ={xβ P(V) \y
o
 = Xι=X2=O}
and T'2 = {x e P(V) \ y0 = X2 = 0} then H2 = div(Xf)ιs,.
(ii) Since G' = {x e Σ 2 | α(0)yg + Qy02/oo + c i ^ y ^ = 0} we easily see that
G' is smooth and it can be realized as a double cover of L2 branched on the four
points given by Q2^ - 4a(0)cιXf = 0. Then ρ
a
(G) = 1. By the proof of (i) we
have GΈ' = 1.
(iii) By definition E' -< Hi. Put R1 = Hi — E' and p = μ.τ/. It is easy to
see that p : T[ —» Γi is the blowing-up of the two points P
o
 = {^ o = Xo = 0} and
P 2 = {to = X2 = 0}. On P2, p is given by ίo2/o = -^ 22/00 and in the affine chart
wt
o
,yo = {χ € τi I 2/oo = h = Xo = 1} we have:
Since Wto^yo HE' = {x e Wto^yo \ y0 = 0} we easily see that E' -\< Rι and E'Rλ = 0.
Finally since Rι is not contained in Σ 2 while G C Σ 2 it is obvious that they does
not have common components. Furthermore they have an ordinary intersection in
the point a G Wto,yo given by t0 = 0 and y0 = co/α(0). D
Now we can prove c). By b) of the Key-lemma and 2.7 we have Ksf = E + Rι.
Now by adjunction and 2.7 (iii) we have E = — 1. Morever by 2.7 (iii) there is
not any other fixed component. This completes the proof of the Key lemma. D
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End of the proof of the main theorem.
Let σ : S —» 5 be the contraction of E . By the Key-lemma we only have to show
that degφ\K\ = 3; but φ\K\ is the map induced on 5 by φ\τ-2U\lY Y —> J?2 C P
3
,
which is of degree 3. In fact when restricted to the generic plane quartic it is the
projection from the point of the quartic given by: X2 — X\ = 0.
Moduli of surfaces with K2 = 7, pg = 4 and d = 3
We end this section with an easy computation of the number M\7 of moduli of
surfaces with K2 = 7, pg = 4 and d = 3. By [5, Theorem 5.19] we know that regular
surfaces with K2 = 7, pg = 4 and | K | free from base points form an irreducible
unirational open set of their moduli space. By our theorem we easily see that the
locus M%7 of surfaces with K
2
 = 7, pg = 4 and d = 3 (in this case | if | has a base
point) is irreducible and unirational. We can say more:
Corollary 2.8. M\
Ί
 = 35.
Proof. We have seen in the proof of the theorem that the family of all surfaces
with K2 = 7, pg = 4 and d = 3 is parametrized by an open set U C P
4 6
. Let Si, S2
be two minimal surfaces with K2 = 7, pg = 4, d = 3 and Y\,Y2 G (7 be respectively
their non normal models in P. Since Si, S2 are minimal of general type then Si,
S2 are isomorphic if and only if Yi, Y2 are isomorphic. Since two nonsingular
plane quartics are isomorphic if and only if they differ by an automorphism of P2
and the fibration on Yi induced by the canonical projection of P is not isotrivial
we see that there exists a morphism U —> M\
 7, whose fibers are images of the
group of the following transformations of P: X
o
 = a
o
x'
o
 + 6i(t)Xί + b3(t)X2,
X
λ
 = aιX[ + b2(t)X2, X2 = a2X2 where α» G C* and b{ G H°(P,OP(ίΠ.)) for
z = 1,2,3. Since the vector space of all this transformations has dimension 12 we
have Mlj = 46 - 11 = 35. D
3. Surfaces with K2 — 4, pg — 3 and d = 3
Surfaces with /^ = 3, K2 = 4 and d = 3 are probably known (see added
in proof [13, §2 p. 110]). However for lack of reference we include their complete
classification. The proof of the theorem 1 in the introduction is similar to that of the
main theorem. In particular the desingularization process is a verbatim translation
of the previous one and given the relative canonical image Y we obtain S in the
same way as before. We only show how to reconstruct Y by S. Also in this case the
strategy of the proof is to find a rational pencil of genus-3 non-hyperelliptic curves
with a simple base point.
Lemma 3.1. Let S be a minimal surf ace with pg — 3, K\ = 4 and άegφ\Ks\ —
3. Then q(S) = 0, | Ks \ has not fixed part and it has an unique base point P. Let
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σ : 5 —• S be the blowing up of' P, E = σ~λ(P) and L the mobile part of \ Kg |.
Then the morphism φ\L\ : S -± P
2
 is not finite. Moreover there exists x G P2 such
that the sublίnear system Λ c H°(S,Og(L)) induced on S by the lines which pass
on x are of the following form: L
x
 — G + F, where G is the fixed part of Λ and F
is a rational pencil of genus-3 curves with a simple base point Q$ E. In particular
the following numerical identities hold:
(i) LG = 0, LF = 3, FG = 2,F2 = 1 and G2 = -2.
(ii) EF = 0 EG = 1.
Proof. The first part is shown in 1.1. If we suppose that there exists an
effective divisor G on S such that EG > 0 and Φ\L\{G) is a point of P2 then the
lemma is an easy consequence of the index theorem of Hodge. We now prove,
by contradiction, the existence of such divisor G. Since d = 3 the generic L is
a nonhyperelliptic curve of genus 5 (cf.[13, p. 109]). Since LE = 1 we can put
PL = L D E. By adjunction ωL = (2L + 2E)\L = 2L\L + 2PL then by the sequence
0 -+ O§(L) -* Oς(2L) -+ OL(ωL - 2PL) -> 0 we have: h°(S,O§(2L)) = 6 and
Λ
1(S,Oj§(2L)) = 1. Since χ(Og(3L)) = 10 by the cohomology of 0 -> O^(2L) ->
Og(3L) -+ OL(3L) -* 0 we have /ι°(5,C>^(3L)) = 10or 11.
Claim: ft°(S,O5(3L)) = 10.
By contradiction we suppose that h°(S,O§(3L)) = 11 and fe1 (5,0^(3^) = 1. By
[6, Theorem 4.1] we know that the bicanonical linear system on 5 is without base
points: in our case this implies that h°(S,Og(2L + £7)) = 7. By (cf.[ll, p.45]) we
know that φ\L\{E) is a line in P2 then we can put (φ\L\)*(φ\L\{E)) = E -f C O Ξ L.
Since | ifs | is 2-connected then C
o
 is a 1-connected effective divisor. Moreover since
1 = LE and L2 = 3 then C
o
£ = 2 and Cg = 0. By adjunction 3L)Co = (2L + E +
C0)|Co = (L+2E+2Co)|Co = ^Co+Q)|co Now by the cohomology of 0 -+ Og{2L+
E) -> C?5(3L) -^ cc;Co + C 0 | C o -> 0 we have: /I^CQ^CO + CΌ|Co) = 1 that is, by the
duality of Serre, /ι1(CΌ, —Co|Co) = 1. By the assumptions that there is not a divisor
G on S such that EG > 0, that Φ\L\(G) is a point of P2 and by an easy analysis on
the possible form of C
o
 we easily see that CQH = 0 for each irreducible component of
C
o
. In particular by (cf.[2, Proposition 12.2]) we have C 0 | C o = GCo. Since q(S) = 0
this is a contradiction with the cohomology of the following exact sequence: 0 —>
Og -+ Og(C0) -> OCQ(C0) ~+ 0. We can finish now the proof of the lemma. By the
claim we have H°{S,Og(3L)) = (φ\L\YH°{P2,OP2(3)). Let C € H°(S,O~S(E))
and co e H°{S,Os(C0)). Since h°(S,O§(2L)) = 6 and h°{S,Og{2L + E)) = 7
there exists φ such that H°(S,Og(2L + E)) = ζ(φlLl)*H°(P2,OP2(2))Θ<ψC. Thus
by the inclusion H°(S, O§{2L + E)) ^° i ί o (5, O§(3L)) we have
a)
where z+ j + k = 3 and (^0,^1,^2) is a basis of H°(S, Og(L)). If we now suppose
that there exists no component G -< C
o
 such that = Φ\L\(G) is a point and EG = 1
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then there exists H -< C
o
 such that φ\L\{H) = φ\L\(E) and there exists x G E Π H
such that {XQ,X\) is a basis of the sublinear system of H°(S, O§(L)) induced on S
by the lines passing on φ\L\(x). In particular x0 = coζ and X2(x) φ 0. Since h \ c0
and h(x) = 0 by a) we obtain αOθ3 = 0. Since h does not divide x\ we can repeat
the above argument and we obtain aOij — 0 if i 4- j = 3. Thus by α) we obtain:
b) COψ = CoC Σ aijkX0 lχίX2
where i 4- j' + k = 3 that is £ | ψ: a contradiction. D
Lemma 3.2. JFe wse ίλe notation of 3.1. tf'e pwί G = σ*(G), F =
supp(G).
(jj) I F I fc a genus-3 rational pencil with a simple base point P = σ*(Q). Moreover
P' φP.
(jjj) G = G
o
 + Gi wAerβ F G 0 = FGi = 1, Gi £s a chain of {—2)-rational curves
and P e supp(Go).
Proof. (j) and (jj) follow immediately by (i) and (ii) of 3.1.
(jjj) We first prove that G is reducible. By contradiction we suppose that G is
irreducible. By 3.1 we know that p
a
(G) = 1; in particular if G is a rational curve
with a node then by 3.1 P is not the node. Let g € H°(S,OS{G)) and (to,*i)
be a basis of H°(S,OS(F)) where P G supp(ίo) Since pg = 3, 3z2 such that
{zo,zι,Z2) is a basis of i/0(S,Os(K
s
)) where z0 = tog, z\ — tig. Since q(S) =
0 then by adjunction sequence for G we obtain h°(S,O
s
(Ks + G)) = 4. Thus
by the inclusion H°(S,OS(KS)) ^ H°(S,OS(KS + G)), we obtain that 3u such
that (t0g2,t1g2,z2g,u) is a basis of H°(S,OS{KS + G)). Since P G supp(G) and
(X 5 + G)G = 0 then {u = 0} Π G = 0. We need to show that P ' G G. Since
χ(2G) = 1 then H1(SJOS(2G)) = 0. Thus by the cohomology of the sequence:
0 -> C?s(2G) -^ e7 5 (^s + G) -• O F (ifs + G) -> 0 we obtain that | Ks + G \ cuts on
F a complete linear series and since degCV(^s+G) = 5 we see that φp = </>|KS+G|(F
is a birational morphism. On the other hand | Ks + G | J F = cji? — P + G|^, and if
P' φ G then | K
s
 + G | | F is without base points. Thus G Π F = P^-\- P^ and <£F
contracts the three points P , Pp, Pp. In particular ΦF(F) is a plane quintic with
a triple point; that is F is an hyperelliptic curve: a contradiction since ωp — P is
a g\ without base points. Since P G G and FG = 2 then G n F = P ' + Pf. We
distinguish two cases.
i) If G is smooth then p' = PF VF. In particular if Fi, F 2 G| F | then Fi, F 2 are
tangent in P : a contradiction since 1 = F\F2.
ii) If G is singular then P is the node thus 3F 0 G| F | such that G -< F o : a
contradiction since 1 = F 2 = F(G + (F
o
 - G) > 2. This shows that G is reducible.
Since G is reducible then | Ks 4- G | has a fixed part. In fact in the opposite
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case we can show as before that P' G supp(G). Let G
o
 be an irreducible reduced
component such that P G G
o
. By 3.1 we have 0 < KSGO < 1 and by adjunction
—2 < GQ < — 1. As in the previous case we obtain that (Ks + G)G0 = 0 thus by the
Euler-Poincare formula we see that /ix(5, O
s
(G+G0)) = 0. Since ωF < (KS+GO)\F
by the cohomology of 0 -> OS(G + Go) -+ O s(if s + Go) -> O F (X S + Go) -»
0 we obtain that h°(S,Os(Ks + G
o
)) = 4 that is G - G
o
 is in the fixed part.
Moreover G cannot be the fixed part of | K
s
 + G |. In fact in this case we have
3 = h°(S, Os{Ks)) = /ι°(S, O
s
(Jff5 + G)) = 4. Thus there exists a non trivial proper
component Gi -<: G such that Gi is the fixed part of | Ks + G | and G = G
o
 + G±.
In particular by iί^G = 1 we have two possibilities: KSGQ = 1 and KsG\ = 0 o r
KSGQ = 0 and KsG\ = 1. Now we consider Φ\KS+G0\- Obviously | Ks H- Go | is
without fixed part, we will show that it is without base point and from this we will
obtain easily the assert. Let g0 e H°(S, Os(G0)), gλ G H°(S, O s(Gi)) and u = giv.
Then {toggo,tιgg
o
, z2go,v) is a basis of H°(S, Os{Ks + G0)). Since FG0 > 0 and
GiGo > 1 by KSGO < 1 we obtain Gl < 0. Since (ufs + G0)G0 > 0 we then have
KsGo = 1, G§ = —1. In particular K5G1 = 0 and G\ is a chain of (—2)-rational
curves. Since (K
s
 H- G0)G0 = 0 then div(v)G0 = 0, thus supp(div(ϊ;)) n Go = 0.
From this fact it follows easily that if Pi is a base point then Pi = P; in particular
P G supp(div(?;)) thus P G supp(Gi): a contradiction since KsGi = 0. Thus there
are not base points. Since K
s
 = F + G
o
 + Gi by 1 = KSGO, 0 = XsGi and
GQ = - 1 we obtain:
\ + G0Gi + G? = 0.
Since FG 0 > 0, FGλ > 0, G0Gi > 1 and FG = 2, if FG 0 = 0 then (Ks H- G 0 ) | F =
ωp — P \ thus i^Ks+Golί-f1) i s a straight line: a contradiction. Then FG 0 = 1,
G0Gι = 1, FGi = 1 and G\ = —2. If G 0 | F φ P we have a contradiction as above.
Then P' G supp(G0). D
We then have the analogous of 2.2. In the following lemma Go plays the role
of G in 2.2.
Lemma 3.3. We use the notations of 3.2.
Let σ : S' -* 5 be the blowing up of P\ E' = σ~\p'), σ* (K
s
) = L' and F' the
proper transform of F. In s' the following relations hold:
(i) σ'* (F) = F' -f E', FΈ' = 1 and the rational pencil \ F' \ induces a non~
hyperelliptic genus-3 βbration f : S' -^ P1.
(ii) σ'*(G0) = GO + E' where GQ = -2, E' -^ Go, E'G^ = 1, F ' G O = 0 and
p
a
(G'
o
) = 1. Moreover if we put σ'*(Gχ) = G'
x
 ίAβ« G* = -2, F G[ = 1.
(iii) K
s
> = F' + G
o
 + Gi + 3£\ α«rf rAβ restriction map H°(S' ,KS> + 2F') -•
/ i s surjective.
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(iv) There exists F'Q e\ F' \ such that FQ=G'0 + H where HG'O = 2, and HE' = 0.
Proof. The same as 2.2. D
Now we have the analogous of 2.3.
Lemma 3.4. We use the notation of 3.3. If ζ e H°(S'\θ
s
>{E')), g0 e
ff°(S\Os'(pi>)),
 9l G H^S^OS^G'J), h G H°(S\θs>(H)) and (to,ti) is a ba-
sis of H°(S\OS>(F')) where tQ = hg0, then there exist x G H°(S'',OS>(L)) and
η G H°(S'\θ
s
>(K
s
> +Gά)) such that:
(tQXOζ, φi^oC, totjxoζ, tfxoζ, tlxζ, totxxζ, tjxζ, tohη, tλhη)
is a basis of H°(S\θ
s
>(K
s
> + 2F')) where x0 = gogiζ2- Moreover if we put
R
λ
 = div(x), RQ = div(τ7) then E\F'^ R± for every F'] E',Gfi RQ where C -< G'Q
is any component; ERi — 0, E' R
o
 — 0, G'0R0 = 0.
Proof. It is equal to the proof of 2.3. •
We now conclude the proof of theorem 1 in a slight different way with respect
to the proof of the main theorem. We can define φ : 5' —> P: φ*(Xo) = hη,
φ*(X
λ
) = xζ and φ*(X2) = gogiζ3. By the numerical identities of 3.4 and by
3.3 (iv) φ is a morphism, and by 3.3 (iii) it is birational onto the image. Since
φ*(T) = K
s
> + 2Ff then 0*(4T - 5Π) = ±KS> + 3F'. In H°{S\θs>(±KS> + 3F'))
we consider the sublinear system X given by the sections which vanish on 2F0+3E .
Since AKS> + 3F' - (2FQ + SE') = 3i/ + F' -f ϋΓs/ then X « ^ ( S ' , O5/(3L' +
£^  + K
s
>)) and dim<c*4 = 39. On the other hand in Λ there are the pulls-back of
the following 40 sections: aXlX\ with a e H°(P,OP(3TV)); t0X0X2Q with Q =
coX$+a1XoX1+a2Xϊ+(x3X1X2+a4ίXξ and c0 G C, αtf G i ί o ( P , OP(iΠ)); ciX0^i3
with ci G C; tlβiXf and ^ X 2 P with P = β2X\+βzXlX2+β±XxXl+β*)Xl where
/?» G £Γ°(P, Op(iΠ)). Now it is obvious that φ(S') = Y. lΐy is the fibre coordinate
of [2T - 5Π] on P then 0 can be lifted to a holomorphic map v : S' -> [2Γ - 5Π]
and the image is nothing but the relative canonical model:
+ X2P = 0.
This completes the proof of theorem 1. D
As in the case pg = 4 we see that the locus Mf 4 of surfaces with K
2
 = 4, pg = 3
and d = 3 is irreducible and unirational. Moreover the same proof of 2.8 shows
that Ml
Λ
 = 29.
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